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Abstract—Deep learning inference is increasingly run at the
edge. As the programming and system stack support becomes
mature, it enables acceleration opportunities in a mobile system,
where the system performance envelope is scaled up with a
plethora of programmable co-processors. Thus, intelligent ser-
vices designed for mobile users can choose between running
inference on the CPU or any of the co-processors in the mobile
system, and exploiting connected systems such as the cloud
or a nearby, locally connected mobile system. By doing so,
these services can scale out the performance and increase the
energy efficiency of edge mobile systems. This gives rise to a
new challenge—deciding when inference should run where. Such
execution scaling decision becomes more complicated with the
stochastic nature of mobile-cloud execution environment, where
signal strength variation in the wireless networks and resource
interference can affect real-time inference performance and
system energy efficiency. To enable energy efficient deep learning
inference at the edge, this paper proposes AutoScale, an adaptive
and lightweight execution scaling engine built on the custom-
designed reinforcement learning algorithm. It continuously learns
and selects the most energy efficient inference execution target
by considering characteristics of neural networks and available
systems in the collaborative cloud-edge execution environment
while adapting to stochastic runtime variance. Real system
implementation and evaluation, considering realistic execution
scenarios, demonstrate an average of 9.8x and 1.6x energy
efficiency improvement over the baseline mobile CPU and cloud
offloading, respectively, while meeting the real-time performance
and accuracy requirements.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is expected that there will be more than 7 billion mobile

device users and 900 million wearable device users in 2021 [99],

[100], with products including smartphones, smartwatches, and

wearable virtual- or augmented-reality devices. To improve

the mobile user experience, various intelligent services such

as virtual assistant [3], [5], face/image recognition [36], and

language translation [38] have been introduced in recent years.

Many companies, including Amazon, Facebook, Google, and

Microsoft, are using sophisticated machine learning models,

especially deep neural networks (DNNs), as the key component

of their intelligent services [3], [38], [77], [111].

Traditionally, due to the compute- and memory-intensive

nature of the DNN workloads [7], [18], [44], both training

and inference have been executed on the cloud [25], [53],

while the mobile devices only acted as user-end sensors, user

interfaces, or both. More recently, with the advancements in

powerful mobile systems-on-a-chip (SoCs) [41], [50], [107],

there has been increasing push to execute DNN inference on

the edge mobile devices [10], [25], [42], [53], [55], [65], [106],

[107], [111], [121]. This is because executing inference on

the edge devices can improve the response time of services

by removing data transmission overhead. However, executing

inference on the edge mobile devices also increases the energy

consumption of mobile SoCs [53]. Since these devices are

energy constrained [60], it is necessary to optimize energy

efficiency of the DNN inference, satisfying quality-of-service

(QoS) requirements.

To address the performance and energy efficiency challenges,

mobile devices are employing more and more accelerators

and co-processors, such as graphics processing units (GPUs),

digital signal processors (DSPs), and neural processing units

(NPUs) [12], [51], scaling up the overall system performance.

Furthermore, the mobile system stack support for DNNs has

become more mature, allowing DNN inference to benefit from

the computation and energy efficiency advantages provided

by the co-processors. For example, deep learning compiler

and programming stacks, such as TVM [12], SNPE [90], and

Android NNAPI [4], [51], enable inference execution on diverse

hardware back-ends including the co-processors.

These recent advancements give rise to a new challenge—

deciding when inference should run where. Intelligent services

that run on a mobile device can run inference on the CPU or

any available co-processor in the device, or exploit connected

systems such as the cloud or a nearby, locally-connected system

[6] that is more powerful than the device itself. By doing

so, the services can scale out the performance and increase

the energy efficiency of edge inference. For example, many

personalized health and entertainment applications operate in a

collaborative execution environment composed of smartwatches,

smartphones, and the cloud [29], [46], [85], [109]. Similarly,

virtual- and augmented-reality systems comprise wearable

electronics, smartphones (as the staging device), and the

cloud [35], [37], [78], [84]. However, deciding which execution

target to exploit is challenging for any intelligent services, since

the energy efficiency of each execution target significantly

varies with various features, such as neural network (NN)

characteristics and/or edge-cloud system profiles. The extremely

fragmented mobile SoCs make this decision even more difficult,

as there are myriad hardware targets with different profiles

[111] to choose from.

To determine the optimal execution scaling decision, state-

of-the-art approaches, such as [25], [42], [53], [106], [107],

[121], proposed to rely on predictive models. However these

approaches did not consider stochastic runtime variance, such

as interference from co-running tasks and network signal
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strength variation, which have a large impact on energy

efficiency [34]. In a real use case, there can be several

applications simultaneously running along with the DNN

inference [57], [67], [98], because recent mobile devices support

multi-tasking features [98], such as screen sharing between

applications. In addition, signal strength variations in wireless

networks can affect the performance and energy efficiency of

cloud inference, as the data transmission latency and energy

increase exponentially at weak signal strength [61] which

accounts for 43% of data transmission [19]. Therefore, without

considering such stochastic variance, one would not be able

to choose the optimal execution scaling decision for DNN

inference.

This paper proposes an adaptive and light-weight execution

scaling engine, called AutoScale, to make accurate scaling

decisions for the optimal execution target of edge DNN

inference in the presence of stochastic variance. Since the

optimal execution target varies with the NN characteristics,

underlying execution platforms, and stochastic runtime vari-

ance, it is infeasible to enumerate the massive design space

exhaustively. Therefore, AutoScale leverages a reinforcement

learning technique for continuous learning, that captures and

adapts to the stochastic environmental variance [20], [79],

[83], [97]. AutoScale observes the NN characteristics, such

as layer composition, and the system information, such as

interference intensity and network stability. It then selects an

execution target which is expected to maximize the DNN

inference energy efficiency while satisfying the performance

and accuracy targets. The result of the selection is measured

from the system and fed back to AutoScale, allowing it to

continuously learn and predict the optimal execution target.

We demonstrate AutoScale with real system-based experiments

that show 9.8x and 1.6x improved average energy efficiency,

compared to the baseline settings of mobile CPU and cloud

offloading, respectively, satisfying both the QoS and accuracy

constraints with 97.9% prediction accuracy.

This paper makes the following key contributions:

• This paper provides an in-depth characterization of DNN

inference execution on mobile and edge-cloud systems.

The characterization results show that the optimal ex-

ecution scaling decision significantly varies with the

NN characteristics and the stochastic nature of mobile

execution (Section III).

• This paper proposes an intelligent execution scaling

engine, called AutoScale, that accurately selects the

optimal execution target of edge inference in the presence

of stochastic variance (Section IV).

• To demonstrate the feasibility and practicality of the

proposed execution scaling engine, we implement and

evaluate AutoScale with a variety of on-device inference

use cases in an edge-cloud execution environment using

real systems and devices, allowing AutoScale to be

adopted immediately1 (Section VI).

1https://github.com/mocha-research/AutoScale

II. BACKGROUND

A. Deep Neural Network
DNNs connect numerous functional layers to extract features

from inputs at multiple levels of abstraction [54], [66]. Each

layer comprises multiple processing elements (neurons), which

are applied with the same function to process different parts

of an input. Depending on what function is applied, the layers

can be classified into various types [18]. These layers and their

execution characteristics are important since they can affect

the decision made by AutoScale. We provide brief descriptions

for each type below.

A convolutional layer (CONV) performs a two-dimensional

convolution to extract a set of feature maps from an input. To

selectively activate meaningful features, it applies an activation

function such as sigmoid or rectified linear to the obtained

feature maps. Typically, this layer is compute-intensive due to

the convolutions.

A fully-connected layer (FC) computes the weighted sum of

the inputs and then applies the activation function to the sum.

This layer is one of the most compute- and memory-intensive

layers in DNNs [18], [53], [55], since its neurons are connected

exhaustively to all neurons in the previous layer.

A recurrent layer (RC) uses the output of a given step in a

sequence as an input in the next step. At each step, this layer

also computes the weighted sum of the inputs. This layer is

even more compute- and memory-intensive than an FC layer,

since its neurons can be connected to those in the previous,

current, and next layers.

Other common layers include the following: A pooling layer
(POOL) applies a sub-sampling function, such as max or

average, to regions of the input feature maps; a normalization
layer normalizes features across spatially grouped feature

maps; a softmax layer yields a probability distribution over

the possible classification categories; an argmax layer chooses

the class with the highest probability; and a dropout layer
randomly ignores neurons during training and allows them

to pass through during inference. These layers are typically

less compute- and memory-intensive than CONV, FC, and RC

layers, so that they usually have little impact on performance

and energy efficiency of DNN inference.

DNNs can have various layer compositions. For example,

computer vision NNs (e.g., Inception, MobileNet, and ResNet)

mainly comprise CONV, POOL, and FC layers. On the other

hand, language processing NNs (e.g., BERT) mainly consist

of RC layers, such as long short-term memory (LSTM) and

attention. Since each layer has unique characteristics due

to different compute- and memory-intensities, to optimize

inference execution for DNNs, it is important to consider the

layer compositions.

B. DNN Inference Execution at the Edge
Fig. 1 depicts the general structure of the system stack for

machine learning inference execution at the edge. At the front-

end, DNNs are implemented with various frameworks [9], [82],

[89], [105], whereas the middleware allows the deployment of

DNN inference on diverse hardware back-ends. The frameworks
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Fig. 1. System stack for DNN inference.

and middleware also enable efficient inference at the edge—

various NN optimizations, such as quantization [15], [30],

[52], [62], [65], [111], [119], weight compression [43], [68],

and graph pruning [112], [118] can be employed before the

DNNs are deployed. Among them, quantization is one of the

most widely used ones for the edge execution, since it reduces

both compute- and memory-intensities of the inference by

shrinking 32-bit floating-point (FP32) values to, for example,

16-bit floating-point (FP16) or 8-bit integer (INT8). Since the

middleware does not select a specific hardware target for DNN

inference execution, intelligent services should choose one

among the possible hardware targets. However, this decision

process is challenging, as the energy efficiency of each target

can considerably vary with various features.

C. Real-Time Inference Quality of Experience

The quality of user experience is a crucial metric for mobile

optimization. For real-time inference, the quality of experience

(QoE) is the product of system energy efficiency, inference

latency, and inference accuracy. To improve energy efficiency

of mobile devices, a number of energy management techniques

can be used [60]. Unfortunately, the techniques often sacrifice

performance (i.e., latency) for energy efficiency, degrading QoE

of real-time inference.

Inference latency is an important QoE factor, because if the

latency of a service exceeds the human-acceptable limit, users

will abandon the service [98], [122]. However, a single-minded

pursuit of performance is undesirable due to energy constrained

nature of mobile devices. Hence, there is a need to provide just

enough performance to meet the QoS expectations of users

with minimal energy consumption. These expectations can be

defined as a certain latency (e.g., 33.3 ms for 30 FPS video

frame rate [22], [122], or 50 ms for interactive applications [23],

[74]), below which most users cannot perceive any difference.

Various NN optimizations can improve both the latency and

energy efficiency of inference, but they often sacrifice accuracy.

Since human-level accuracy is a primary requirement for user

satisfaction [7], [18], [55], it is also important to keep the

inference accuracy above the quality expectation of users.

In summary, to maximize the quality of user experience for

real-time inference, it is crucial to maximize the system-wide

Fig. 2. The optimal execution target depends on NN characteristics and the
edge-cloud system profiles. Performance per watt (PPW) is normalized to
Edge (CPU) and latency is normalized to the QoS target.

energy efficiency while satisfying the human acceptable latency

and accuracy expectations.

III. MOTIVATION

This section presents system characterization results for

realistic DNN inference scenarios on actual mobile and

edge-cloud systems. We examine the design space covering

three important axes—latency, accuracy, and energy efficiency

(performance per watt).

For mobile inference, we select three smartphones—Xiaomi

Mi8Pro, Samsung Galaxy S10e, and Motorola Moto X Force—

to respectively represent high-end mobile systems with GPU

and DSP co-processors, high-end mobile systems with GPU

but without DSP, and mid-end mobile systems2.

We emulate edge-cloud inference execution using the three

smartphones and a server-class Intel Xeon processor, hosting

an NVIDIA P100 GPU. For a locally connected mobile device,

we use a tablet, Samsung Galaxy Tab S6; note we connect

the smartphones to the tablet over a Wi-Fi-based peer-to-peer

network (Wi-Fi Direct). Detailed specifications of our mobile

and edge-cloud setup appear in Section V.

A. Varying Optimal DNN Execution Target
• Optimal edge-cloud execution depends on the NN character-

istics and edge-cloud system profiles.
Fig. 2 shows the energy efficiency and latency of three

common mobile inference use cases over the three mobile

2We use high-end mobile systems with and without an NN-specialized
accelerator (i.e., a DSP) to examine the performance scale-up from off-the-
shelf mobile systems. In addition, we select the Moto X Force to represent
mid-end mobile systems with much wider market coverage [111] (for details,
see Section V).
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Fig. 3. Each NN layer exhibits different latency on different mobile processors.
The optimal execution target thus depends on layer compositions. Note that
latency is normalized to that of CPU.

devices and the edge-cloud setup. The x-axis represents the

mobile system running three representative NNs.

For the high-end systems (i.e., Mi8Pro and Galaxy S10e),

the optimal edge-cloud execution depends on the NN char-

acteristics. For example, in the case of light NNs such as

Inception v1 [103] and MobileNet v3 [47], edge inference is

more efficient than cloud inference. This is because off-the-

shelf mobile SoCs deliver enough performance to satisfy the

QoS target of the light NNs. On the other hand, cloud inference

is more efficient than edge inference for the heavy NNs, such

as MobileBERT [101], since the performance of the mobile

SoCs is insufficient. In this case, the performance gain of cloud

execution (reduced computation time and energy) outweighs

the loss (increased data transmission time and energy).

For the mid-end system (i.e., Moto X Force), however,

scaling out to the connected systems is always beneficial, as

the performance of the SoC in this system is not enough even

for the light NNs. For the light NNs, scaling out to a locally

connected device can be an option, since 1) the higher-end

device (i.e., tablet) can satisfy the QoS constraint of the light

NNs, and 2) data transmission overhead between the locally

connected edge devices is usually smaller than that between

edge-cloud. On the other hand, in case of heavy NNs, there is

no option other than scaling out to the cloud.

• The optimal execution target depends on layer compositions.

Another important observation in edge inference execution

is that the optimal execution target can vary with the layer

compositions of the NNs. Fig. 3 shows the cumulative latency

of different layers in two NNs3, running on different processors

in the Mi8Pro. The compute- and memory-intensive FC layers

exhibit much longer latency on co-processors, whereas other

layers exhibit longer latency on CPUs. NNs that have more

FC layers (e.g., MobileNet v3) thus run more efficiently on

CPUs, while others (e.g., Inception v1) run more efficiently on

co-processors. This result also implies that the co-processors do

not always outweigh the CPUs, so that carefully choosing one

considering layer compositions is crucial for energy efficiency.

• The optimal edge-cloud execution target varies with the
inference quality requirement.

3MobileBERT was not used for this experiment, since the inference execution
of MobileBERT on co-processors is not supported by any middleware yet.

Fig. 4. Depending on the inference accuracy target, optimal edge-cloud
execution also shifts. Note that PPW is normalized to Edge (CPU FP32).

Fig. 4 shows the energy efficiency (PPW) and the DNN

inference accuracy on different execution targets, where the

inference quality (i.e., accuracy) of each NN highly depends on

the execution target. Note that the accuracy for each processor

is measured in our edge-cloud systems using the ImageNet

validation set [17]. If the accuracy requirement is 50%, the

optimal target may be DSP INT8 and CPU INT8 for Inception

v1 and MobileNet v3, respectively; these targets show the

highest energy efficiency while satisfying the QoS constraint.

If the accuracy requirement is 65%, however, the optimal

target should be shifted to the cloud to satisfy the accuracy

requirement.

B. Impact of Runtime Variance on Inference Execution
In a realistic environment, there can be on-device interference

from co-running applications [57], [67], [98]. In addition, the

network signal strength can vary considerably as edge device

users move. In fact, users undergo significant signal strength

variations in daily life (43% of data is transmitted under weak

signal strength [19]).

• On-device interference and varying network stability change
the optimal edge-cloud execution.
Fig. 5 shows the normalized energy efficiency (PPW) and

latency of DNN (i.e., MobileNet v3) inference when CPU-

intensive or memory-intensive synthetic applications are co-

running. When a CPU-intensive application is co-running,

the energy efficiency of the inference execution on CPU

is significantly degraded because of competition for CPU

resources and frequent thermal throttling due to high CPU

utilization [59]. In this case, the optimal execution target shifts

from the CPU to the GPU. On the other hand, when a memory-

intensive application is co-running, the energy efficiency of

all on-device processors (including the CPU, GPU, and DSP)

is degraded since the inference execution is competing with

other applications for the memory. The optimal target therefore

moves from the edge to the cloud.

Fig. 6 shows the normalized energy efficiency (PPW) and

latency of DNN (i.e., ResNet 50 [45]) inference when the

wireless network signal strength varies. When the signal

strength weakens, inference execution on connected systems

becomes less energy efficient, since 1) the data transmission

time exponentially increases with decreased data rate [19], [61],

and 2) the network interface consumes more power to transmit
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Fig. 5. In the presence of on-device interference, the optimal edge-cloud
execution target varies. Note that PPW is normalized to Edge (CPU) with no
co-running app and latency is normalized to the QoS target.

Fig. 6. When signal strength varies, the optimal edge-cloud execution target
also varies. Note that PPW is normalized to Edge (Best Processor) and latency
is normalized to the QoS target.

data with stronger signals. If only the Wi-Fi signal strength

weakens, the locally connected edge device can still serve as an

optimal execution target. However, if the Wi-Fi Direct signal

strength also weakens, the optimal target shifts to the edge.

C. Inefficiency of Prediction-based Approaches
Energy optimization of mobile DNN inference can be

formulated as the problem of choosing the optimal execution

target in the presence of stochastic runtime variance, which

optimizes energy efficiency while satisfying the QoS and

accuracy constraints. One possible solution for this kind of

problems is to evaluate all execution targets using a prediction

model. Unfortunately, owing to the massive design space and

the nonlinear relationship across NN characteristics and runtime

variance, it is difficult to simply build an accurate prediction

model. An inaccurate prediction can result in selection of a

sub-optimal execution target.

• Exhaustively enumerating the massive design space is infea-
sible. Simple prediction-based approaches are insufficient,
leaving significant room for energy efficiency improvement.
To shed light on the inefficiency of existing prediction-

based approaches, we compare three types of prediction-based

approaches with the baseline (Edge (CPU)) and oracular design

(Opt): 1) regression-based approaches, 2) classification-based

approaches, and 3) Bayesian optimization-based approach [32],

[39], [92]. For each type, we use methods that are widely

adopted by existing works in this domain [10], [25], [42],

[53], [121]. For the regression-based approaches, we use

linear regression (LR) [96] and support vector regression

(SVR) [21]. For the classification-based approaches, we select

support vector machine (SVM) [102] and k nearest neighbor

Fig. 7. There is a significant gap between Opt and existing prediction-based
approaches, as they fail to accurately predict the optimal execution target in
the presence of runtime variance.

(KNN) [114]. The objective of Bayesian optimization (BO) is

set to find the execution target that maximizes energy efficiency

while satisfying the QoS constraint. We employ the Gaussian

process as the surrogate model and expected improvement

as the acquisition function. Using BO, we obtain the energy

efficiency and latency estimation functions and use them to

predict the optimal target at runtime.

Fig. 7 shows the energy efficiency (PPW) and QoS violation

ratio of prediction-based approaches normalized to those of

Edge (CPU). Although these approaches improve energy

efficiency compared to the baseline, there is a significant gap

between the approaches and Opt, as they fail to accurately

select the optimal execution target.

When there is no runtime variance, the mean absolute

percentage error (MAPE) is 13.6% for LR and 10.8% for

SVR. But when stochastic runtime variance is present, the

MAPE for LR and SVR is 24.6% and 21.1%, respectively.

Because of the inaccurate energy and latency predictions,

these approaches fail to run DNN inference on the optimal

execution target, degrading energy efficiency and violating

the QoS constraint. On the other hand, the mis-classification

ratios of SVM and KNN are 12.7% and 14.3%, respectively,

when runtime variance is present. Although the two values

do not seem to be large, these approaches degrade energy

efficiency much more than regression-based approaches. This

is because they make the wrong decision regardless of the

absolute energy and latency magnitudes. For example, even

though on-device inference is much more efficient than cloud

inference when the signal strength is weak, cloud inference can

be selected as the execution target. The BO-based approach also

fails to accurately capture the impact of runtime variance—its

MAPE with and without runtime variance is 15.7% and 9.2%,

respectively. Hence, they also degrade the energy efficiency

and latency, leaving significant room for energy efficiency

improvement.

These results call for a novel scheduler design that can

accurately select the optimal DNN inference execution target

while adapting to stochastic runtime variance. In the next

section, we present our proposed AutoScale design, which

employs reinforcement learning to self-learn the optimal

execution target in the presence of runtime variance.
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Fig. 8. AutoScale design overview.

IV. AUTOSCALE

Fig. 8 shows the design overview of AutoScale in the context

of the mobile and edge-cloud DNN inference execution. For

each inference, AutoScale identifies the current execution state

( 1©), including NN characteristics and runtime variance. For the

observed state, AutoScale selects an action (i.e., execution target
2©), that is expected to maximize energy efficiency satisfying

QoS and inference quality requirements. This selection is based

on a lookup table (i.e., Q-table) that contains the accumulated

rewards of previous selections. AutoScale then executes the

DNN inference on the target4 defined by the selected action ( 3©)

while observing the result (i.e., energy, latency, and inference

accuracy). Based on that result, AutoScale calculates the reward

( 4©), which indicates how much the selected action improves

energy efficiency and satisfies the QoS and accuracy targets.

Finally, AutoScale updates the Q-table with the calculated

reward ( 5©).

AutoScale employs reinforcement learning (RL) as an

adaptive prediction mechanism. Generally, an RL agent learns

a policy to select the best action for a given state with

accumulated rewards [86]. In the context of mobile and edge-

cloud inference execution, AutoScale learns how to select

the optimal inference execution target for a given NN in

the presence of runtime variance based on the accumulated

energy, latency, and accuracy results of selections. To solve

system optimization using RL, ther are three important design

requirements for mobile use.

High Prediction Accuracy: The success of RL depends

on how much the predicted execution target is close to the

optimal one. For accurate predictions, it is crucial to model the

core components—state, action, and reward—in a realistic

environment. We define these components in accordance

with our observations of a realistic edge inference execution

environment (Section IV-A).

In addition to the core components, avoiding local optima is

also important. It is deeply related to a classical RL problem:

4In this paper, we only consider offloading at model granularity, since
model partitioning at layer granularity introduces additional context switching
overhead (from transferring intermediate inputs to another execution target).
Model partitioning at layer granularity is complementary to and can be applied
on top of AutoScale [42], [53], [55].

exploitation versus exploration [27], [64]. If an RL agent always

exploits an action with the temporary highest reward, it can get

stuck in local optima. On the other hand, if it keeps exploring

all possible actions, convergence may get slower. To solve this

problem, we employ the epsilon-greedy algorithm, which is

one of the widely adopted randomized greedy algorithms in

this domain [75], [83], [86], for its effectiveness and simplicity

(Section IV-B).
Minimal Training Overhead: In case of RL, training is

continuously performed on-device. Reducing its overhead is

therefore crucial, particularly for the energy-constrained edge

domain. As we observed in Section III, although performance

of execution targets vary across heterogeneous devices, they

all exhibit a similar energy trend for each NN. An RL model

trained in a device has this energy trend knowledge implicitly.

Hence, we consider transferring a model trained on one device

to other devices in order to expedite the convergence, reducing

the training overhead. (detailed results appear in Section VI-C).
Low Latency Overhead: For the real-time inference exe-

cution on energy-constrained edge devices, latency overhead is

another crucial factor. Among the various RL approaches [86],

such as Q-learning [14], TD-learning [70], and deep RL [79],

Q-learning has an advantage for low latency overhead, as it

employs a lookup table to find the best action. We therefore

use Q-learning for AutoScale.

A. AutoScale RL Design
In RL, there are three core components: state, action, and

reward. This section defines the core components to formulate

the optimization space for AutoScale.
State: Based on our observations in Section III, we identify

states that are critical to edge inference; Table I summarizes

the states.
As we explored in Section III-A, the optimal target depends

on the NN layer compositions. However, identifying states for

all layer types is undesirable, since the latency overhead (i.e.,

Q-table lookup time) increases. Hence, we identify states with

layer types that are deeply correlated with the energy efficiency

and performance of inference execution. We test the correlation

between each layer type and energy/latency by calculating the

squared correlation coefficient (ρ2) [123]. We find CONV, FC,
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TABLE I
STATE-RELATED FEATURES.

State Description Discrete Values

NN-
related
Features

SCONV # of CONV layers Small (<30), medium (<50), large (<90), larger (>=90)
SFC # of FC layers Small (<10), large (>=10)
SRC # of RC layers Small (<10), large (>=10)
SMAC # of MAC operations Small (<1,000M), medium (<2,000M), large (>=2,000M)

Runtime
Variance

SCo_CPU CPU utilization of co-running apps None (0%), small (<25%), medium (<75%), large (<=100%)
SCo_MEM Memory usage of co-running apps None (0%), small (<25%), medium (<75%), large (<=100%)
SRSSI_W RSSI of wireless local area network Regular (>–80dBm), weak (<=–80dBm)
SRSSI_P RSSI of peer-to-peer wireless network Regular (>–80dBm), weak (<=–80dBm)

and RC layers are most correlated with energy/latency, because

of their compute- and/or memory-intensive nature. Thus, we

identify SCONV , SFC, and SRC which represent the number of

CONV, FC, and RC layers, respectively. We also identify SMAC
as the number of MAC operations to consider size of NNs.

As we explored in Section III-B, the edge inference efficiency

depends highly on the CPU-intensity and memory-intensity of

co-running applications. Hence, we use SCo_CPU and SCo_MEM
which represent the CPU and memory usage of co-running

applications, respectively. In addition, the inference execution

efficiency on the connected systems depends highly on the

wireless network signal strength. We therefore use SRSSI_W and

SRSSI_P which stand for the RSSI of wireless local area network

(e.g., Wi-Fi, LTE, and 5G) and RSSI of peer-to-peer wireless

network (e.g., Bluetooth, Wi-Fi Direct, etc.), respectively.

When a feature has a continuous value, it is difficult to

define the state in a discrete manner for the lookup table of

Q-learning [14], [83]. To convert the continuous features into

discrete values, we applied DBSCAN clustering algorithm to

each feature [14]; DBSCAN determines the optimal number

of clusters for the given data. The last column of Table I shows

discrete values for each state.

To examine the importance of each state, we conducted a

sensitivity test using ablation [71], [120]. We found removing

any one state degrades accuracy by 32.1% on average. This

means that all the states are essential to predict the optimal

execution target.

Action: RL actions represent the adjustable control knobs of

the system. For edge-cloud inference, we define actions as the

available execution targets. For the edge inference execution,

available processors in mobile SoCs, such as CPUs, GPUs,

DSPs, and NPUs, are defined as the actions. On the other hand,

for the cloud execution, server-class processors, such as CPUs,

GPUs, and TPUs, are defined as the actions.

The set of actions can be augmented by considering other

control knobs, such as dynamic voltage and frequency scaling

(DVFS) as well as quantization. For example, as long as

the QoS constraint is satisfied, it is possible to reduce the

frequency of processors, saving energy. In addition, employing

the quantization for each processor can reduce both compute

and memory intensities of the inference execution, improving

energy efficiency and performance.

Reward: In RL, a reward models the optimization objective

of the system. To represent the three main optimization axes,

we encode three rewards: Rlatency, Renergy, and Raccuracy. Rlatency
is the measured inference latency for a selected action (i.e.,

execution target for DNN inference). Renergy is the estimated

energy consumption of the selected action, and Raccuracy is

pre-measured inference accuracy of the given NN on each

execution target.

We estimate Renergy for edge execution as follows. When

the CPU is selected as the action, Renergy is calculated using

the utilization-based CPU power model [55], [116] as in (1),

where Ei
Core is the power consumed by the ith core, t f

busy and

tidle are the time spent in the busy state at frequency f and that

in the idle state, respectively, and P f
busy and Pidle are the power

consumed during t f
busy at f and that during tidle, respectively.

Renergy = ∑
i

Ei
Core,

ECore = ∑
f
(P f

busy × t f
busy)+Pidle × tidle

(1)

Similarly, if scaling out the inference to GPUs within the

system is selected as the action, Renergy is calculated using the

GPU power model [58] as in (2). Note that t f
busy and tidle for

CPU/GPU are obtained from procfs and sysfs in the Linux

kernel [57], while P f
busy and Pidle for CPU/GPU are obtained

by power measurement of CPU/GPU at each frequency in the

busy state and idle state, respectively. They are then stored in

a look-up table of AutoScale.

Renergy = ∑
f
(P f

busy × t f
busy)+Pidle × tidle (2)

If the selected action is to scale out the inference using DSPs,

Renergy is calculated as in (3), where PDSP is a pre-measured

DSP power consumption; we use the constant value, since

PDSP remains consistent over 100 runs of 10 NNs.

EDSP = PDSP ×Rlatency (3)

On the other hand, if scaling out the inference execution to

connected systems is selected as the action, Renergy is calculated

using the signal strength-based energy model [61] as in (4),

where tT X and tRX are the latencies measured when transmitting

the input and receiving the output, respectively, and PS
T X and

PS
RX are power consumed by a wireless network interface during

tT X and tRX , respectively, at signal strength S. Note that PS
T X

and PS
RX for each network are obtained my measuring power

consumption of wireless network interfaces at each signal

strength while transmitting and receiving data, respectively.

Renergy =PS
T X × tT X + PS

RX × tRX

+ Pidle × (Rlatency − tT X − tRX )
(4)

Since the energy estimation is based on the measured latency

its MAPE is 7.3%, low enough to identify the optimal action.
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Algorithm 1 Training Q-Learning Model

Variable: S, A
S is the state

A is the action

Constants: γ , μ , ε
γ is the learning rate

μ is the discount factor

ε is the exploration probability

Initialize Q(S,A) as random values

Repeat (whenever inference begins):

Observe state and store in S
if rand() < ε then

Choose action A randomly

else
Choose action A with the largest Q(S,A)

Run inference on a target defined by A
(when inference ends)

Measure Rlatency, estimate Renergy, and obtain Raccuracy
Calculate reward R
Observe new state S’
Choose action A’ with the largest Q(S’,A’)
Q(S,A) ← Q(S,A) + γ[R + μQ(S’,A’) – Q(S,A)]
S ← S’

To ensure AutoScale selects an efficient execution target

that maximizes energy efficiency while satisfying the QoS and

accuracy constraints, the reward R is calculated as in (5), where

α is the latency weight and β is the accuracy weight; we use

0.1 for both, but we can use higher weights if the inference

workload requires higher performance and accuracy.

i f Raccuracy < In f erence Quality Requirement,

R = Raccuracy −100

else

i f Rlatency < QoS Constraint,

R =−Renergy +αRlatency +βRaccuracy

else

R =−Renergy +βRaccuracy

(5)

If the selected action fails to satisfy the inference quality

requirement, the reward is Raccuracy – 100 (i.e., how much the

accuracy is far from 100%) to avoid choosing that action for the

next inference. Otherwise, the reward is calculated depending

on whether the QoS constraint is satisfied or not. In (5), Renergy
is multiplied by –1 to increase the reward for lower energy

consumption.

B. AutoScale Implementation
As we previously discussed, AutoScale uses Q-learning to

exploit its low runtime overhead. To deal with the exploitation

versus exploration dilemma in RL, AutoScale also employs

the epsilon-greedy algorithm, which chooses the action with

the highest reward or a uniformly random action based on an

exploration probability.

In Q-learning, the value function Q(S,A) takes state S and

action A as parameters. It is a form of lookup table, called a

TABLE II
MOBILE DEVICE SPECIFICATION WITH THE PEAK SYSTEM POWER

CONSUMPTION SHOWN IN THE PARENTHESIS.

Device CPU GPU DSP

Mi8Pro

Cortex A75 - Adreno 630 -
0.7GHz w/
7 V/F steps
(2.8 W)

Hexagon 685
(1.8 W)

2.8GHz w/
23 V/F steps
(5.5 W)

Galaxy
S10e

Mongoose - Mali-G76 -
0.7GHz w/
9 V/F steps
(2.4 W)

-
2.7GHz w/
21 V/F steps
(5.6 W)

Moto X
Force

Cortex A57 - Adreno 430 -
0.6GHz w/
6 V/F steps
(2.0 W)

-
1.9GHz w/
15 V/F steps
(3.6 W)

Q-table. Algorithm 1 shows the detailed algorithm for training

the Q-table for on-device DNN inference. At the beginning,

it initializes the Q-table with random values. At runtime, the

algorithm observes S for each DNN inference by checking the

NN characteristics and runtime variance. For the given S, it

evaluates a random value compared with ε5. If the random

value is smaller than ε , the algorithm randomly chooses A for

exploration. Otherwise, it chooses A with the largest Q(S,A).
The algorithm then runs the inference on a target defined by

A. During the inference, the algorithm measures Rlatency and

estimates Renergy, as explained in Section IV-A. In addition,

it obtains Raccuracy from the stored inference accuracy for the

given NN on the selected execution target. Using these values,

the algorithm calculates the reward R as in (5) of Section

IV-A. Afterward, it observes the new state S’ and chooses the

corresponding A’ with the largest Q(S’,A’). It then updates the

Q(S,A) based on the equation in Algorithm 1. In the equation,

γ and μ are hyperparameters that represent the learning rate

and discount factor, respectively. The learning rate indicates

how much the new information overrides the old information.

On the other hand, the discount factor gives more weight to

the rewards in the near future. We set γ and μ based on a

sensitivity test (Section V-C).

After the learning is complete (i.e., the largest Q(S,A) value

for each state S is converged), the Q-table is used to select A
which maximizes Q(S,A) for the observed S.

V. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

A. Real System Measurement Infrastructure
We perform our experiments on three smartphones—

Mi8Pro [49], Galaxy S10e [94], and Moto X Force [81].

Table II summarizes their specifications6. Note that we only

use the smartphone with DSP rather than that with NPU,

since 1) NPUs are only programmable through vendor-provided

software development kits (SDKs) which have yet to see public

release [51], and 2) DSPs in recent mobile SoCs are optimized

for DNN inference so that they can act as NPUs [51], [90].

5Note that we use 0.1 for ε by referring to previous RL-based works in
this domain [75], [83].

6Although mobile processors have lower-performance CPU cores as well,
we only present the high-performance ones since they are what DNN inference
usually runs on.
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TABLE III
DNN INFERENCE WORKLOADS. LAYER COMPOSITIONS ARE OBTAINED

FROM THE TENSORFLOW NN IMPLEMENTATIONS.

Workload DNN SCONV SFC SRC

Image
Classification

Inception v1 49 1 0
Inception v3 94 1 0
MobileNet v1 14 1 0
MobileNet v2 35 1 0
MobileNet v3 23 20 0
ResNet 50 53 1 0

Object
Detection

SSD MobileNet v1 19 1 0
SSD MobileNet v2 52 1 0
SSD MobileNet v3 28 20 0

Translation MobileBERT 0 1 24

For cloud inference execution, we connect the smartphones

to a server, equipped with an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2640 with

2.4GHz of 40 cores, an NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU, and 256

GB of RAM. To control the Wi-Fi signal strength, we adjust

the distance between the smartphones and the access point

(AP). For inference execution on locally connected edge, we

use a tablet, Galaxy Tab S6, equipped with 2.84 GHz of Cortex

A76 CPU, an Adreno 640 GPU, and a Hexagon 690 DSP. We

connect the smartphones to the tablet through Wi-Fi Direct.

To control the signal strength of Wi-Fi Direct, we adjust the

distance between the locally connected devices. We measure

the system-wide power consumption of the smartphones using

an external Monsoon Power Meter [80]; prior works used the

similar practice [8], [11], [88].

To execute DNN inference on diverse processors in edge-

cloud systems, we build atop TVM [12] and SNPE [90].

TVM compiles NNs from TensorFlow/TF Lite and generates

executables for edge/cloud CPUs and GPUs, whereas SNPE

compiles NNs and generates executables for mobile DSPs. The

executables are deployed onto each device with runtime library

implementations of TVM [12] and SNPE [90], enabling edge

inference at runtime.

To evaluate the effectiveness of AutoScale7, we compare

it with five baselines in our edge-cloud systems: Edge (CPU

FP32), which always runs DNN inference on the CPU of the

edge device; Edge (Best), which runs the inference on the

most energy efficient processors of the edge device; Cloud,

which always runs inference on the cloud; Connected Edge,

which always runs inference on another locally connected

edge device; and Opt8, an oracular design that always runs

inference on the optimal execution target. We also compare

AutoScale with two closely related prior works: MOSAIC [42]

and NeuroSurgeon [53].

B. Benchmarks and Execution Scenarios
For our evaluation, we use the 10 neural networks in Table

III, which are widely used in real use case scenarios [42],

7AutoScale is implemented as part of intelligent services and runs on the
mobile CPU. It obtains the NN characteristics using the TVM and SNPE
runtime libraries as well as other information (i.e., mobile resource usage and
signal strength) through system kernel APIs.

8To obtain Opt, we measure the inference latency, accuracy, and energy
efficiency for each device over the entire design space of about 200,000 (3,072
states times ∼66 actions augmented with quantization and DVFS). We then
define it as the setup that provides the highest energy efficiency while meeting
the QoS and accuracy requirements.

TABLE IV
DNN INFERENCE EXECUTION ENVIRONMENT.

Environment Description

Static

S1 No runtime variance
S2 CPU-intensive co-running app
S3 Memory-intensive co-running app
S4 Weak Wi-Fi signal
S5 Weak Wi-Fi Direct signal

Dynamic

D1 Co-running app: music player
D2 Co-running app: web browser
D3 Random Wi-Fi signal
D4 Varying co-running apps

[76], [93], [108]. To explore real use cases, we implement

an Android application. For computer vision workloads (i.e.,

image classification and object detection), we implement two

scenarios: non-streaming and streaming. For the non-streaming

scenario, the Android application takes an image from the

camera and performs inference on it. For this scenario, short

response time is important to users. Since users cannot perceive

any difference as long as the response time is less than 50 ms

[23], [74], [122], we use 50 ms as the QoS target. On the other

hand, for the streaming scenario, the Android application takes

a real-time video from the camera and performs inference on

it. For this scenario, high frames per second (FPS) is important

for user satisfaction. Since users cannot perceive any QoS

difference as long as the FPS exceeds 30 [22], [122], we

use 30 FPS as the QoS target. For MobileBERT in natural

language processing, we implement one scenario: the Android

application translates a sentence entered by keyboard. We use

100 ms as the QoS target in this case [93].

To validate the effectiveness of AutoScale in real environ-

ment with varying runtime variance, we run our experiments

in two environments: static and dynamic. For the static

environment, we fix the runtime variance (i.e., co-running apps

with constant CPU and memory usages and constant Wi-Fi and

Wi-Fi Direct signal strengths). For the dynamic environment,

we vary the runtime variance. In case of the co-running apps,

we use two real-world applications: a web browser and a

music player. For the web browser, we encode the series of

inputs using an automatic input generator [57] to represent

real use cases. In addition, since the signal strength variance is

typically modeled by a Gaussian distribution [19], we emulate

the random signal strength with a Gaussian distribution by

adjusting the bandwidth limit of Wi-Fi AP. We also conduct

experiments with varying co-running apps from the music

player to the web browser. Table IV summarizes the DNN

inference execution environments.

C. AutoScale Design Specification
Actions: We determine the actions of AutoScale with

processors available in our edge-cloud system. Since the

energy efficiency of mobile CPU/GPU can be further optimized

via DVFS, we identify each voltage/frequency (V/F) step

as the augmented action; Table II shows the number of

available V/F steps. We do not consider DVFS for DSP in our

experiments, since DSP does not support DVFS yet. We also

identify the quantization available for each mobile processor

(INT8 for CPUs and FP16 for GPUs) as the augmented
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Fig. 9. AutoScale significantly improves energy efficiency compared with the
baselines and prior work [42],[53] satisfying QoS constraints.

action. In summary, AutoScale defines the actions for our

edge-cloud system as follows: mobile CPU with FP32/INT8,

DVFS settings; mobile GPU with FP32/FP16, DVFS settings;

mobile DSP; cloud CPU with FP32; cloud GPU with FP32;

connected mobile CPU with FP32; connected mobile GPU with

FP32; and connected mobile DSP. Note that depending on the

configurations of edge-cloud systems, additional actions, such

as mobile NPU or cloud TPU, could be further considered.

Hyperparameters: To determine two hyperparameters—the

learning rate and discount factor—we evaluate three values of

0.1, 0.5, and 0.9 for each hyperparameter. We observe that a

higher learning rate is better, meaning the more the reward

is reflected to the Q values, the better AutoScale works. We

also observe that a lower discount factor is better. This means

that the consecutive states have a weak relationship due to the

stochastic nature, so that giving less weight to the rewards in

the near future improves the efficiency of AutoScale. Thus, in

our evaluation, we use 0.9 for the learning rate and 0.1 for the

discount factor.

Training and Testing: To cover the design space of

AutoScale with sufficient training samples, we repeatedly run

inference 100 times for each NN in each runtime variance-

related state (i.e., SCO_CPU , SCO_MEM , SRSSI_W , and SRSSI_P in

Table I). Section VI-C provides our analysis on the training

overhead. For testing, we use the leave-one-out cross-validation

method across the NNs in Table III [115]; for testing each NN,

we used a Q-table trained with the rest of NNs.

VI. EVALUATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Performance and Energy Efficiency
Fig. 9 shows the average energy efficiency (PPW) normalized

to Edge (CPU FP32) as well as the QoS violation ratio of

DNN inference on three mobile devices in static environments.

Overall, AutoScale improves the average energy efficiency

of the inference by 9.8x, 2.3x, 1.6x, and 2.7x compared to

Fig. 10. Even when the inference intensity rises (from non-streaming to
streaming), AutoScale still substantially increases the energy efficiency and
exhibits much lower QoS violation ratio compared to the baselines.

Edge (CPU FP32), Edge (Best), Cloud, and Connected Edge,

respectively. Across the diverse neural networks, AutoScale

predicts the optimal execution target to maximize the DNN

inference energy efficiency, satisfying the QoS constraint as

much as possible. AutoScale achieves almost the same energy

efficiency improvement as Opt; the difference is only 3.2%.

In addition, AutoScale exhibits a considerably lower QoS

violation ratio compared to the baselines. In fact, it achieves

nearly the same ratio as Opt; the difference is only 1.9%. For

light NNs, AutoScale does not violate the QoS constraint except

when CPU- and memory-intensive applications are co-running

or the wireless network signal strength is weak. For heavy

NNs, AutoScale mostly relies on cloud execution, so that QoS

violation occurs when the Wi-Fi signal strength is weak.

Compared to MOSAIC [42] and NeuroSurgeon [53], Au-

toScale also improves the average energy efficiency by 1.9x and

1.2x, respectively. Those two techniques offload computations

at the granularity of NN layers, whereas AutoScale does so at

a coarser, model granularity. Furthermore, both MOSAIC [42]

and NeuroSurgeon [53] are based on simple regression models.

As Section III-C shows, such approaches often fail to capture

stochastic runtime variance, such as on-device interference and

signal strength variation. AutoScale accurately predicts the

optimal execution target by adapting to the runtime variance

using RL. Hence, it shows higher energy efficieny compared

to the prior work, satisfying the QoS constraint.

When the inference intensity rises (from non-streaming to

streaming scenario), the energy efficiency and QoS violation

ratio of AutoScale is degraded, as shown in Fig. 10. Neverthe-

less, since AutoScale accurately selects the optimal execution

target regardless of the inference intensity, it achieves almost

the same energy efficiency and QoS violation ratio as Opt.

B. Adaptability and Accuracy Analysis
Adaptability to Stochastic Variance: Fig. 11 shows the

average energy efficiency normalized to Edge (CPU FP32)

and the QoS violation ratio of DNN inference in the presence

of stochastic variance. The x-axis represents the inference

environments (Table IV). Since AutoScale accurately predicts

the optimal execution scaling even with stochastic variance,

it improves the average inference energy efficiency by 10.7x,

2.2x, 1.4x, and 3.2x compared with Edge (CPU FP32), Edge

(Best), Cloud, and Connected Edge, respectively, while showing

a similar QoS violation ratio as Opt.
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Fig. 11. Since AutoScale accurately predicts the optimal target in the presence
of stochastic variance, it largely improves the energy efficiency of DNN
inference in realistic environments while satisfying the QoS target.

Fig. 12. When AutoScale uses a higher accuracy target, its energy efficiency
and QoS violation ratio are slightly degraded. Nevertheless, it still significantly
improves the energy efficiency compared to the baselines.

Adaptability to Inference Quality Targets: Fig. 12 shows

the average energy efficiency and QoS violation ratio for

different inference accuracy targets under AutoScale. When

AutoScale uses a high inference accuracy target (i.e., 70% or

65%), it avoids choosing the on-device processors with low

precision. On the other hand, when it relaxes the inference

accuracy target to 50% or none, it chooses on-device execution

with low precision where some NN inference results in lower

accuracy. Thus, when AutoScale uses lower accuracy targets,

its energy efficiency and QoS violation ratio are improved. The

improvement does not vary much beyond the 50% accuracy

threshold because the most energy efficient target usually offers

higher inference accuracy than 50% in our setup.

Prediction Accuracy: To analyze the prediction accuracy

of AutoScale, we compare its execution scaling decision to the

optimal one. Fig. 13 shows how AutoScale and Opt make the

decision on three mobile devices.

AutoScale accurately selects the optimal execution scaling

decision for all devices, achieving 97.9% prediction accuracy on

average. It mis-predicts the optimal target only when the energy

difference between the optimal target and the (mis-predicted)

sub-optimal target is less than 1%. This is owing to the small

Renergy error. Although AutoScale makes a sub-optimal choice

in a few cases, it does not much degrade the overall system

energy efficiency and QoS violation ratio compared to Opt.

This is due to the small energy difference between the optimal

and sub-optimal ones.

Fig. 13. AutoScale accurately selects the optimal execution target.

Fig. 14. The reward is usually converged in 40–50 runs. A learning transfer
can accelerate the convergence.

Even in the presence of runtime variance, AutoScale ac-

curately makes the optimal execution scaling decision. For

example, when the signal strength gets weaker (S4 in Table IV),

AutoScale selects on-device inference (69.1%) or connected

edge (30.7%) rather than cloud (0.2%), achieving 97.8%

prediction accuracy. On the other hand, when the web browser

is co-running (D2 in Table IV), AutoScale selects cloud (46.1%)

or connected edge (35.3%) rather than on-device inference

(18.6%), achieving 97.3% accuracy.

C. Overhead Analysis

Training Overhead: Fig. 14 shows that when training a

model from scratch, the reward converges after about 40–50

inference runs on average. Before convergence, AutoScale

exhibits 18.9% lower average energy efficiency than Opt.

Nevertheless, it still achieves 66.1% energy saving against

Edge (CPU FP32). The training overhead can be alleviated

with learning transfer. As shown in Figure 14, when the model

trained on the Mi8Pro is used for the Galaxy S10e and Moto

X Force, the training converges more rapidly, reducing the

average training time overhead by 21.2%. This result implies

AutoScale can capture the common characteristics across the

variety of edge inference workloads, system performance and

power profiles, and environmental uncertainties. Note that in

dynamic environments (i.e., D1–D4 in Table IV), the reward

converges 9.1% slower than in the stable environments (i.e., S1–

S4 in Table IV). Nonetheless, this long convergence in dynamic

environments can also be alleviated with learning transfer;

when the model trained on the Mi8Pro is used for the Galaxy

S10e and Moto X Force, training in dynamic environments

also converges rapidly, so that the convergence time difference

between dynamic and stable environments decreases to 0.5%.
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Runtime Overhead: To demonstrate the viability of mobile

inference deployment, we evaluate the AutoScale runtime

overhead. The performance overhead of RL algorithm in

AutoScale is, on average, 25.4 μs for training, excluding the

time for inference execution. It corresponds to 1.2% of the

lowest inference latency. In addition, when using the trained

Q-table, the overhead can be reduced to 7.3 μs with only 0.3%

overhead. This result means it takes 18.1 μs to measure the

inference results, calculate the reward, and update the Q-table.

The energy overhead is only 1.0% and 0.2% of the total system

energy consumption, when training the Q-table and exploiting

the trained Q-table, respectively. The memory requirement of

AutoScale is 0.4 MB, translating to only 0.01% of the 3 GB

DRAM capacity of a typical mid-end mobile device [81].

VII. RELATED WORK

With the emergence of DNN-based intelligent services,

energy optimization of mobile DNN inference has been widely

studied. Due to the compute- and memory-intensive nature,

many of the early works executed DNN inference in the cloud

[13], [28], [56], [73]. As mobile systems become powerful [31],

[41], [50], [107], there has been increasing push to execute

DNN inference at the edge [10], [25], [42], [53], [55], [65],

[106], [107], [111], [121]. As an intermediate stage, many

techniques tried to partition DNN inference execution between

the cloud and the local mobile device [24], [25], [40], [53], [69],

using performance/energy prediction models. These techniques,

however, do not consider fully executing inference at the edge.

According to our analysis, there exist various cases where

edge inference outperforms cloud inference by removing data

transmission overhead. More importantly, previous techniques

also do not consider stochastic variance, such as on-device

interference and signal strength variation, which largely affects

inference efficiency.

To execute DNN inference entirely at the edge, many

optimizations have been proposed, including model architecture

search [95], [104], [110], [124], quantization [15], [30], [52],

[62], [65], [111], [119], weight compression [18], [43], [68],

[72], and graph pruning [112], [118]. In addition, deep learning

compiler and programming stacks have been improved to

ease the adoption of co-processors. On top of these works,

many researchers tried to optimize the performance and/or

energy efficiency of edge inference execution by exploiting

co-processors or near-sensor processing along with CPUs [10],

[42], [55], [63], [65], [106], [107], [121]. However, most of the

above techniques are based on existing prediction approaches,

which are prone to being affected by stochastic variance.

Moreover, they also do not consider executing inference on

connected systems, such as the cloud server or a locally

connected mobile device.

Considering the uncertainties of the mobile environment, var-

ious energy management techniques have been proposed [33],

[34], [98]. To maximize smartphone energy efficiency subject

to user satisfaction demands under the memory interference,

DORA takes a regression-based predictive approach to control

the frequency settings of mobile CPUs at runtime [98]. Gaudette

et al. proposed to use arbitrary polynomial chaos expansions

to consider the impact of various uncertainties on mobile user

experience [34]. Various offloading techniques that execute all

or some computations on remote servers while considering

the variability of the mobile environment have been also

proposed [1], [2], [16], [48], [56], [61], [87], [91], [113], [117].

Some of these techniques employed reinforcement learning

(RL) to handle network variability [1], [48], [113], [117],

dependency between mobile workloads [87], or server resource

utilization [91]. The above techniques, however, are not directly

applicable to energy efficiency optimization of edge inference,

since they do not consider the characteristics of NN inference

workloads. Other works have employed RL to handle runtime

variance and/or a large design space for web browsers, latency-

sensitive cloud services, data center job scheduling, and NN

code generations for heterogeneous processors [12], [14], [26],

[75], [83].

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that

demonstrates the potential of DNN inference at the edge

by automatically leveraging co-processors as well as other

computing resources nearby and in the cloud. We examine a

collection of machine learning-based predictive approaches,

and tailor-design an automatic execution scaling engine with

lightweight, customized reinforcement learning. AutoScale

achieves near-optimal energy efficiency for edge inference

while adapting to stochastic variance, particularly important

for user quality of experience in the mobile domain.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Given the growing ubiquity of intelligent services, including

virtual assistant, face/image recognition, and language transla-

tion, deep learning inference is increasingly run at the edge.

To enable energy efficient inference at the edge, we propose

an adaptive and light-weight deep learning execution scaling

engine—AutoScale. The in-depth characterization of DNN

inference on mobile and edge-cloud systems demonstrates

that the optimal scaling decision depends on various features:

NN characteristics, QoS and accuracy targets, underlying

system profiles, and stochastic runtime variance. AutoScale

continuously learns and selects the optimal execution scaling

decision by taking into account the features and dynamically

adapting to the stochastic runtime variance. We design and

construct representative edge inference use cases and mobile-

cloud execution environment using off-the-shelf systems. On

average, AutoScale improves DNN inference energy efficiency

by 9.8x and 1.6x, as compared to the baseline settings of

mobile CPU and cloud offloading, satisfying both the QoS

and accuracy constraints. We demonstrate that AutoScale is

a viable solution and will pave the path forward by enabling

future work on energy efficiency improvement for DNN edge

inference in a variety of realistic execution environments.
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